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ABSTRACT
The lack of transparency in machine learning (ML) systems makes
it difficult to identify sources of potential risks and harms. In recent
years, various organizations have proposed standardized frame-
works and processes for documentation for ML systems. However,
it remains unclear how practitioners should implement and oper-
ationalize ML documentation in their workflows. We conducted
semi-structured interviews with 24 practitioners in various orga-
nizational contexts to identify key implementation challenges and
strategies for alleviating these challenges. Our findings indicated
that addressing the why, how, and what of documentation is critical
for implementing robust documentation practices.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, numerous organizations in public and private
spheres have taken initiatives to establish ethical principles and
guidelines for Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies [18, 23].
Among a set of principles emerging in current AI ethics guidelines,
one of the most prevalent values mentioned is transparency [18],
which relates to transparency of the algorithms and data used to
build AI systems and their governance [9]. Increasing transparency
in machine learning (ML) algorithms can help diverse stakeholders
such as policy makers, auditors, developers and consumers under-
stand how the technology works, perform meaningful audits, and
identify sources of harm.
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ML documentation has been proposed as a way to operationalize
transparency [25] and is meaningful both as an artifact and a pro-
cess [26]. Documentation serves as an artifact that communicates
the underworkings of ML systems such as development processes,
decisions, and impacts to diverse audiences. It also serves as a
process that helps technology builders identify potential harms
throughout the ML life cycle. Additionally, documentation could
benefit teams by reducing technical debt, preserving institutional
knowledge, and improving communication, and enabling repro-
ducibility [12, 21, 32].

Though documentation can serve all of these roles in theory, it
remains unclear how and why practitioners currently implement
and operationalize ML documentation into their work. In order to
promote a broader adoption of documentation practice across in-
dustry, implementation challenges need to be examined in diverse
organizational settings including startups and small- to mid-sized
enterprises. In this study, we gather insights from organizations in
a wide range of sizes and domains that are active in documentation
practices across various implementation stages. Our aim is to con-
solidate their efforts into a set of best practices and help bridge the
gap between responsible AI principles and practice by addressing
the following research questions:

• RQ1:What are organizational challenges faced by teams de-
veloping AI/ML products for implementing documentation?

• RQ2: How do organizations currently address documenta-
tion challenges?

Moving from identification of challenges to solution-oriented
discourse, we aim to provide operational insights that help practi-
tioners foresee documentation challenges in their own settings and
provide solution options for addressing them.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Current Documentation Practices
Current literature shows that data science and machine learning
teams generally do not have rigorous and systematic documentation
practices [12]. Many teams lack a rigorous practice of recording de-
cisions and experimental results as they happen [10, 29]. Computa-
tional notebooks are commonly used during the exploratory phase,
however, practitioners consider them as personal, exploratory, and
messy, hindering them from sharing computational notebooks with
others [28]. Studies have pointed out thatmanywidely used datasets
remain sparsely documented, which can make models trained on
these datasets difficult to replicate or comprehend [2, 21]. Geiger et
al found inconsistent practices particularly on labeling and annota-
tion processes in dataset publications [13].
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2.2 Types of Documentation Frameworks
In efforts to standardize documentation practices, numerous aca-
demic and industry researchers have suggested using templates
and checklists as a structured way for documenting ML datasets,
models, and systems [1, 3, 5, 12, 19, 20, 22, 24]. While these frame-
works have different areas of focus, they provide a structure for
practitioners to communicate critical information about datasets
and models, such as intended uses, context, methodologies, devel-
opment process, performance, potential biases, impact, and ethical
implications.

Dataset documentation has been a focus in this area as data
used to train models is increasingly being recognized as a source of
biases [15]. Templates such as Datasheets for Datasets [12], Dataset
Nutrition Labels [5], and Data statements [3] have been created
as structured formats for documenting dataset’s motivation, com-
position, collection process, recommended uses, characteristics of
actors involved, ethical concerns. There are growing examples of
datasheets accompanied in publications of datasets in various do-
mains [2, 6, 11, 30]. Boyd presents evidence that datasheets help
engineers recognize and understand ethical problems in training
datasets [4].

Templates for documenting models and AI systems seek to in-
crease transparency amongst developers, users and stakeholders.
Factsheets [1] are intended to incorporate information from all
phases of the life cycle, from training, testing, deployment, and
monitoring of models. Model Cards [22] are frameworks to provide
key information about how models work and evaluation of models
across demographic groups and disclosure of intended uses and
other information. We are starting to see examples of public-facing
model cards released with models [26 - 31]. It must be noted that
templates are just one of many ways to increase transparency —
other strategies such as auditing and red-teaming have also been
proposed [25].

Checklists have also been presented as a shared framework for
teams to assess and address biases in their data, models, and out-
comes in a structured way [8]. Although checklists are not explicitly
intended for documentation, checklists can prompt some teams to
document their datasets and various aspects of their design and
engineering practices [19].

Notably, the “Annotation and Benchmarking on Understand-
ing and Transparency of Machine Learning Lifecycles” (ABOUT
ML) Project [26] led by the Partnership on AI seeks to consolidate
disparate efforts in documentation frameworks and guidelines to
works towards a standard ML documentation practice.

2.3 Implementation Challenges for
Documentation

Several studies have examined challenges in applying these frame-
works into practice at both organization-wide and individual prac-
titioner levels. As might be expected, organizational culture and
structure play a pivotal role in implementing responsible AI initia-
tives in practice [27]. Introducing new documentation standards
requires changes to organizational infrastructure and workflows,
and previous studies have found that employee responsibilities and
incentive structures are often not kept in alignment with these
changes [12]. In acknowledgement of these challenges, the authors

of the “AI fairness checklist” suggest successful implementation
requires checklists to be customizable by teams, and integrated
into organizational goals and priorities, perhaps as metrics or key
performance indicators [19].

A common challenge faced by practitioners is the perception of
documentation as a burden [8] as it takes a lot of effort to complete
and requires qualitative insights and knowledge from multiple
stakeholders [24]. In addition, practitioners often face challenges
around the loss of important details, concerns with proprietary
information, and understanding the needs of diverse consumers of
documentation, such as regulators and developers [14].

This paper builds on and contributes to the growing efforts in
operationalizing ML documentation in two ways. First, a vast ma-
jority of current studies on documentation practices are done at
large, multinational technology companies [8, 12, 17, 32], which
may not fully represent a broader population of professionals in the
AI/ML community. Moreover, qualitative studies on practitioners’
experiences with documentation are primarily conducted in the
context of a documentation tool or framework specifically designed
for an organization [14, 19, 24]. We expand this area of work by in-
terviewing practitioners at various organizational settings in terms
of geographic location, size, and domain. Our findings uncover chal-
lenges unique to organization types as well as common challenges
observed across interviewed organizations.

Second, much of the past research on ML documentation focuses
on identifying organizational and practitioner challenges and less
is known about solutions for addressing these challenges. Moving
beyond the identification of challenges, this study contributes to the
solution-oriented discourse and presents implementation strategies
and best practices solicited from experts in ML documentation.
By surveying documentation practices at less resourced and less
experienced organizations in addition to Big Tech companies, we
contribute to a more holistic understanding of best practices, which
is critical for facilitating responsible ML development for all [16].

3 METHODS
3.1 Interviewees
We recruited interviewees using a convenience sampling strategy
[31]. We reached out to responsible AI experts in documentation
and posted recruitment outreach messages on social media plat-
forms. Individuals who were interested in participating in the in-
terview study filled out a questionnaire. Participants were selected
based on the criteria that (i) they are industry practitioners in the
AI/ML field, and (ii) their current work involves development or
implementation of ML data, models, or systems documentation.

3.2 Materials
The semi-structured interviews followed an interview guide, which
contained questions related to current documentation practices,
implementation challenges, and attempted solutions. The following
are samples of questions asked during the interviews:

• What is the current process for documentation?Which stake-
holders are involved?

• What motivated you to adopt documentation?
• What challenges have you faced when implementing docu-
mentation?
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• What are barriers to scaling documentation across the orga-
nization?

• Which organizational changes have been made to adopt
documentation?

• What solutions have been implemented to overcome docu-
mentation challenges?

3.3 Interview Protocols
The interview study had two phases, starting with initial formative
group interviews with six organizations from our organization’s
network. After gaining a broad sense of challenges and needs in
documentation, we conducted 24 in-depth, semi-structured inter-
views on an individual basis except for one interview with two
participants from the same organization.

Participants who met the selection criteria signed the informed
consent forms. We conducted interviews on Zoom1 60 minutes.
Prior to the start of the interview, we verbally asked for consent
from participants to audio record the interview. Interviews were
transcribed on Temi2 and then were proofread manually to correct
transcription errors and redact any personal identifiable informa-
tion.

After completing the interview, participants were compensated
US$75 via electronic payment for their time. Within a couple days
after the interview, participants received redacted transcripts and
were given an option to remove or clarify any parts of the interview.

3.4 Analysis
We coded and analyzed the interview transcripts using thematic
analysis. First, the main researcher read the interview transcripts
and extracted 419 quotes that corresponded to the three inter-
view topics: current documentation practices, implementation chal-
lenges, and solutions implemented. In the next round of coding, the
quotes were codified with specific themes and then grouped into
three high-level themes. The main researcher received feedback on
the initial themes from a group of 9 colleagues and refined them
into final three themes. The themes were organized in a way that
could help practitioners foresee implementation challenges and
apply potential solutions in their own settings.

4 FINDINGS
Participants had a wide range of roles. 14 participants were Data
Scientists or ML engineers, 4 Executives, 3 Product Managers, 2
Ethics or Policy roles within companies, and 1 Technical writer. 14
participants were based in the US while the rest of the participants
were based in Ireland, Belgium, Japan, Sweden, Netherlands, India,
Switzerland, Germany, Russia, and Egypt. As shown in Table 1, we
categorized Participant IDs by organization types.

4.1 Overview of Findings
We found that implementation challenges for documentation
emerged around the questions of why, how, and what of docu-
mentation:

• Incentives: why are we documenting?

1https://zoom.us/for
2https://www.temi.com/

Table 1: Participants’ organization types and IDs

Organization Type Participant IDs Count
AI Platform
Companies

P2, P7, P9, P3, P10, P11, P13,
P20, P21, P22, P23, P24

12

Big Tech
Corporations

B1, B4, B5, B6, B8, B16, B17,
B18

8

Consulting firms C12, C14, C15, C19 4

• Tools and Workflows: how are we documenting?
• Content: what are we documenting?

For each question, we summarize high-level findings on major
challenges (RQ1) and recommendations (RQ2) that were commonly
shared by interviewees. As we interviewed organizations at various
implementation stages, some of the lessons learned by organizations
further along in the process might be helpful for organizations in
earlier stages.

4.2 The Why of Documentation: Lack of
Incentives

One of the most commonly expressed implementation challenges
was understanding the value of documentation both at organiza-
tional and individual levels, a critical step for implementing docu-
mentation across the organization. More broadly, we noticed that a
lack of awareness and understanding in responsible AI hindered
practitioners from understanding why documentation was impor-
tant and necessary.

4.2.1 Challenges on Incentives. Lack of organizational incentives.
We found that some organizations had difficulty understanding
the value proposition or return on investment (ROI) of documen-
tation as one participant expressed, “People cannot find a reason
to pay for something that they don’t see direct value and outcome
from” (C15). In the absence of specific regulation or business re-
quirements that “force” organizations to document, organizations
were not motivated to prioritize documentation amongst other
competing priorities. A founder at a startup said that they felt the
pressure to prioritize building products over documentation and
described documentation as a “luxury” given many other priorities.
In addition, organizations were generally hesitant to be transparent
through documentation because how their models work is closely
guarded proprietary information, as noted in previous studies.

Lack of Individual incentives. Having practitioners understand
the value and necessity of documentation at an individual level was
also a commonly referenced challenge. A participant leading docu-
mentation efforts at a large organization explained, “[Practitioners]
receive very little benefit from the [model] cards themselves, which
I think is probably true of all documentation. If it’s in my head, why
do I have to take the time to write it?” (B8).

At organizations where documentation was not established as
a standardized practice, practitioners viewed documentation as “a
nice-to-have but always an afterthought” (P15). Some engineers
and developers expressed that they would rather spend time on
technical projects than on documentation, because documentation

https://zoom.us/
https://www.temi.com/
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was viewed as non-technical work and did not affect their perfor-
mance evaluation or promotion. “People don’t like documenting
just because they could be using their time more productively build-
ing software or building new projects” (P13). This participant went
on to explain that more broadly, ML is a relatively new field that
has focused a lot on innovation rather than rigor of how it is built.

Gap in understanding of responsible AI. We found that practi-
tioners generally did not see much value in answering the types of
questions posed by documentation tools. A policymanagerwhowas
implementing documentation processes at scale explains, “Teams
generally are having a very difficult time understanding why the
questions posed in a model card are relevant to what they’re doing.
In general, there’s a very large disconnect between practitioners
who do AI every single day and the potential harms that AI might
cause. At this point, ethics of AI and building AI responsibly is still
not in the vernacular of your typical AI practice” (B1).

The rationale behind this might be that few members of the AI
workforce have expertise in AI ethics, i.e. those who have a strong
understanding of both ML and sociotechnical systems, as further
described by a participant, “Responsible AI is a socio-technical
concept. It’s not just like, use this library and implement these
algorithms and suddenly your model is now fair and bias free. It’s
more so to think about the context of what your model is going to
be deployed and where these harms originate and other things you
can do...How do we educate people to think about the social side
and how to train, upscale people and think about the sociological
impacts of their algorithms?” (B4). Another participant suggested
integrating ethics into ML education as a way to meet this need.

4.2.2 Recommendations for Incentives. Communicate the value
proposition of documentation. Participants shared that it was crucial
to communicate to practitioners the value that documentation gen-
erates at different levels of the organization. The value proposition
of documentation can be shared via top-down or bottom-up efforts.
Participants shared a number of benefits of documentation that
they have experienced in their work:

(1) Documentation makes ML projects more scalable. Documen-
tation can serve as an effective tool for knowledge transfer, making
it easier to onboard new members and interact with other groups
in the organization.

(2) Documentation strengthens team coherence, bringing team
members on the same page and allowing teams to keep track of
other projects and expertise in the organization, as explained by
an engineering manager: “Our team has an interest to document
things well, just so that other people are also aware of what we are
doing, if they can help and maybe unblock or brainstorm something
together” (B16).

(3) Documentation helps build institutional knowledge and
guide the decision-making process. Documentation from previous
projects can instruct decisions for current projects. One engineer
said, “I realized that revisiting what we’ve done before has become
like an extremely, extremely important thing in our day to day.
Being able to go back and see what we’ve done saves us a lot of
time” (P22).

Additionally, a product manager described how documentation
helps prevent organizations from making the same mistakes. “Effec-
tively you have a working document of tenants and principles from

lessons learned and that keeps the company overall from making
too many bad decisions over again” (B18).

(4) Documentation enables easier backtracking of errors and
reduces technical debt in the long run, as described by a policy
manager, “If we can’t track how AI is built now, it will take years
to disentangle down the line” (B1).

(5) Documentation makes models more robust by helping teams
find gaps and potential biases. “If you rigorously evaluate tests or
machine learning models before you put them in production, you
can be more confident that they won’t go haywire or be something
unexpected when you deploy them...So you can understand the
robustness across different sets of features” (B4).

(6) Documentation helps build trust with users and consumers
by enhancing understanding of models. An engineer described how
documentation enhances trust with their customers: “They know
how [the AI model] works so that they can trust it and they can
be more efficient” (P3). A product manager shared the long-term
benefit of being transparent with users, “Transparency builds trust
and ultimately trust will win over in the long haul” (B18).

One way to present the value of documentation and increase
its awareness to an organization was sharing the use case of doc-
umentation. For example, a product manager who started using
model cards with his team shared the implementation journey at an
organization-wide meeting, which generated interest among other
teams: “People from other teams heard about it and set up meetings
to have us talk about it and how we are using it and how we are
putting it together” (P21). It is important to note that this organi-
zation had buy-in from leadership to prioritize transparency and
ethics, which may have contributed to the enthusiasm of adopting
documentation amongst teams.

Education and training in responsible AI. Initiatives from the lead-
ership are critical, as one participant said, “When it’s pushed from
the leadership, people really make an effort to make a change” (B5).
One of the ways that the leadership teams can contribute to the
adoption of documentation and culture of documentation is by
upskilling the organization on responsible AI topics through edu-
cation and training initiatives. For example, an organization shared
how they brought up awareness through a series of talks. “More
recently, we’ve focused on just bringing up awareness through a se-
ries of conversations with the broader team in general. We recently
have done AI talks within the data scientists that have honed on
things like bias in AI versus model maintenance” (P22).

Beyond targeting data scientists and engineers, a few participants
mentioned the importance of creating educational materials for
product managers or senior leadership and increasing awareness
of these topics across the company. A participant gave an example
of an organization-wide educational program on AI ethics: “An e-
learning program to all employees and such programming includes
what AI ethics is, and why that matters and what kind of incidents
actually happen in the market” (B6).

These kinds of top-down educational efforts are potential ways
to help bridge the gap in understanding of responsible AI amongst
practitioners and help explain why practices such as documentation
are important and necessary.
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4.3 The How of Documentation: Tools and
Workflows

An important aspect of implementing documentation was equip-
ping teams with the right tools and workflows. Practitioners some-
times faced technical barriers and lack of clarity when adopting
existing tools and frameworks for documentation. The process
of documentation was often viewed as “tedious” due to the time-
consuming information gathering process.

4.3.1 Challenges for Documentation Tools and Workflows. Techni-
cal barriers with tools. One common form of documentation that
practitioners discussed was the use of fairness and explainability
tools to help profile datasets and models. Many of these tools re-
quired programming skills which created barriers to non-technical
users. In addition, with a broad number of existing tools, choosing
the right tool was overwhelming for practitioners. For example,
some participants had difficulty determining which fairness met-
rics to use to help document performance on different groups of
population and needed more guidance on criteria for fairness at-
tributes. Practitioners expressed that a repository of available tools
for documentation would be helpful.

Additionally, some practitioners had trouble integrating the doc-
umentation tools with current workflows, as one participant put it,
“[Documentation tool] has its own separate API, it’s hard to get it
to play well with the traditional Python workflow” (B4). Another
participant said, “When you have this big collection of tools that
don’t necessarily talk well to one another, either you write the
integration layer yourself or you end up doing things by hand” (P2).

In another case, a data scientist found it difficult to export outputs
from profiling tools which are used to obtain metadata and said
that they got errors every single time. They went on to suggest a
rationale for this, “I don’t know whether it’s more about tools or
people’s awareness. If people are more aware that we need to do
this, then there’ll be better tools that come out” (C7).

Tedious information gathering process. Perception of documenta-
tion as a burden is not new as mentioned earlier in Related Work.
Participants in this study commonly described documentation as
‘tedious’ and time-consuming. Some pointed out that they had to
do extra work to gather scattered information. For instance, a data
scientist described having to rerun calculations when summarizing
data, “If I want to find something about a particular column, I have
to go back, write a code and then copy and paste it or write in my
own words to put it in my documentation. I wish I didn’t have to
write code for every single question that I have about data before I
write it” (C7).

Information was also scattered around the organization. For
example, a participant had to “go through different people to find
out just one thing about one single feature” (C7). Practitioners who
worked with clients had to access information from clients, which
were sometimes not available as one participant mentioned, “Some
information is not clear from the client side so we need to ask about
it again. Maybe the client doesn’t know the information, so it will
be unknown for us” (P24).

In order to make the information gathering process less tedious,
many engineers expressed that an automated tool that captures
information through the ML lifecycle or an interactive tool that

gives prompts and questions for users to answer could help lessen
the burden of documentation.

High turnover of project owners. We found that tracking down
information from data or model owners who changed teams or left
the company was a major challenge, especially at larger organiza-
tions. Without robust documentation in place, knowledge about
projects got lost when those project owners left, as one participant
described, “That person who left knows all about the model they
developed, but nobody else knows” (C15).

Another participant said that even in a span of a few months, a
model had changed many times and the model owner left the com-
pany, which made it difficult to update the model documentation.
This challenge was especially prevalent for organizations that were
retrospectively documenting their older models and systems.

4.3.2 Recommendations for Documentation Tools and Workflows.
Frequently used tools and frameworks. Documentation tools that
were most frequently mentioned by participants were Github3,
Confluence4, Google Docs5, and Overleaf6. These tools commonly
provide a centralized place for stakeholders to collaborate on docu-
mentation and share documents.

Several practitioners mentioned having referred to The As-
sessment List for Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence, published
by the European Commission’s AI High-Level Expert Group [7].
This guide aims to help practitioners assess whether their AI sys-
tems adheres to seven requirements of Trustworthy AI, which
includes Human Agency and Oversight, Technical Robustness and
Safety, Privacy and Data Governance, Transparency, Diversity,
Non-discrimination and Fairness, Societal and Environmental Well-
being, and Accountability. Practitioners mentioned using this guide
to inform the structure of the documentation content.

Forcing functions. In order to operationalize documentation, par-
ticipants shared examples of forcing functions they implemented
in their workflows:

• Requiring documentation for the review process before
launching products

• Making documentation a project deliverable
• Assigning documentation as a task in agile workflows
• Having documentation at the center how meetings are run

A participant who works at a large company that has documen-
tation as part of its culture elaborated that having documentation
as the center of meetings provided incentives for creating good doc-
umentation: “Having regular check-ins is a good forcing function,
like you want to make sure you’ve written everything very care-
fully in case there’s follow-up, or having a big meeting with people
about something especially with cross-functional stakeholders who
don’t see your work all the time. That’s a good way to make sure
you do a good job of documentation” (B18). In another example,
an engineer who worked in an agile structure had documentation
assigned as a task. He explained how having documentation scoped
in the project plan incentivized him: “Being able to finish your
tickets and getting your work done itself is a reward” (P22).

3https://github.com/
4https://www.atlassian.com/software/confluence
5https://docs.google.com
6https://www.overleaf.com

https://github.com/
https://www.atlassian.com/software/confluence
https://docs.google.com
https://www.overleaf.com
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Rough notes along the way. Many participants found it effective
to “dump notes” throughout the development process or keep a
running report to write something in everyday. For example, a
consultant said, “Whatever parameters or important metrics are
there I collected, stored it, and I just dumped it into a file and then
used that file at the end of the lifecycle” (C12). The rough notes
would be polished and formalized at the end of a sprint or a stage
of the ML lifecycle. A participant working in an agile workflow
said after the assigned task on the ticket was completed, the team
extracted information contained in the tickets and integrated it into
their documentation. This system helped the team not lose any
important information.

4.4 The What of Documentation: Content
Practitioners had various challenges determining what to put in
their documentation and how much detail and complexity to in-
clude. Engineers found it difficult to translate technical information
in ways that could be widely understood. In order to overcome
some of these challenges, some teams had multiple stakeholders
contribute to the documentation and iteratively developed the doc-
umentation content using feedback from the documentation audi-
ence.

4.4.1 Challenges for Documentation Content. Issues with off-the-
shelf templates. About 37% (9 out of 24) of the participants used
publicly available templates such as model cards and factsheets.
These templates provided a useful starting point on what to docu-
ment and were customized to organizational needs. For example,
one participant mentioned how a documentation template they
tried to use contained too many questions, some of which were
not easy to answer, so they abridged the template to their needs.
Notably, multiple participants discussed how questions about antic-
ipating possible downstream impact, use, or misuse of their datasets
and models were particularly difficult to answer. One participant
explained that “we don’t know what we don’t know” and that
incomplete knowledge of systems could lead to blindspots when
answering these questions.

Finding the right level of detail.Many participants found it chal-
lenging to find the right amount of details to include in the docu-
mentation without being overly long or burdensome. Given that
building ML models involves exploratory and iterative work, docu-
menting every decision made along the way and explaining how
the model was created could be overwhelming: “There’s a tension
between, I don’t want to put too much, because then it just turns
into a wall of documentation and no one’s going to read it, but if
you don’t put enough, then maybe you’re not really exploring the
limitations of the model in various domains. (P21).

Some participants explained that this tension of having too much
or too little details came from not knowing who the target audience
is orwhat their audiencemight need. In terms of prioritizing content
of documentation, nascent teams especially faced challenges as they
lacked structure in their documentation, “Since we don’t have a
template at this point of time and the team is also very new, we
don’t have any defined structure; how we want to record this entire
ML algorithm or speak less about algorithms, or do we need to
speak more about the methods...” (C14).

Translating technical information for non-technical audiences. En-
gineers had particular challenges when translating technical in-
formation to non-technical audiences. We found that simplifying
complex algorithms to an audience who might not have even a ba-
sic understanding in ML was challenging. Creating non-technical
documentation often requires a diverse set of skills such as quanti-
tative analysis, qualitative insights, and data visualization, which
not all engineers or developers are trained or equipped to prop-
erly do so. For example, an ML engineer said that in their career,
they have only written technical documentation, such as providing
docstrings on functions, rather than non-technical documentation
with qualitative insights. Another related challenge experienced by
engineers was switching between coding and writing as one engi-
neer described, “If I’m in a coding mode, I lose my language ability.
I cannot write the documentation and code in the same hour” (C15).
Another engineer said, “I’m focused on the programming part, so
sometimes it’s hard for me to switch to English and write a com-
plete sentence” (P10). Although it would help to have time blocked
out for documentation, in many cases, time for documentation was
not allocated by managers or from clients.

4.4.2 Recommendations for Documentation Content. Collaborative
documentation efforts. As mentioned above, engineers are usually
tasked with documentation work, even non-technical documenta-
tion, because they work most closely with datasets and models and
know their technical details. Given the challenges they reasonably
face in this task, it is worthwhile to consider how non-technical
stakeholders can lessen the documentation burden from engineers
and contribute their expertise to create documentation targeted to
a wide range of audiences.

• Product or Project Managers: give an overall structure of doc-
umentation, provide qualitative insights

• Business Analysts or Sales Specialists: provide a high-level
overview of models or services, ensure that technical infor-
mation is comprehensible to non-technical audiences, create
data visualization

• User Experience Designer or Content Designers: word doc-
umentation questions in a way that is understandable by
documentation creators, make documentation more usable
and readable to consumers

• Technical writers: polish writing, translate technical informa-
tion to diverse audiences

We also found that many teams iteratively created and revised
their documentation in feedback loops, whether internally with
team members or externally with clients. A participant shared
how their team set up an interdependent feedback system, which
required everyone to complete their part on time:

“Actually the team was set up in a very smart way. So they had
business analysts writing the requirements that they had develop-
ers do them and then testers. And so each of them were kind of
accountable to each other. So you couldn’t slack because the other
person has to check on you, the one who wrote this requirement
or the one who tested this requirement and vice versa. So that was
a very good feedback loop for everyone involved. And you had to
write good documentation as a business analyst because the next
person will not get it otherwise.” (C15)
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Table 2: Summary of Main Findings

Themes Major Challenges (RQ1) Recommendations (RQ2)
1. The Why:
Incentives

Understanding the value of documentation

Lack of knowledge in responsible AI

Communicate the value proposition of
documentation

Education and training in responsible AI
2. The How:
Tools &
Workflows

Technical barriers with tools

Tedious information gathering process

High turnover of project owners

Frequently used tools and frameworks
Forcing functions
Time allocation
Rough notes along the way

3. The What:
Content

Issues with using off-the-shelf templates
Finding the right level of detail
Translating technical to non-technical

Collaborative documentation efforts
Iterative feedback from documentation audience

Iterative feedback from documentation audience. - A few partici-
pants mentioned that getting frequent feedback from their docu-
mentation readers helped themmake sure that their documentation
is not too lengthy or missing any important information. A consul-
tant who develops AI solutions for clients said:

“We also make sure to get a lot of feedback from our clients. So
if it’s something that we do send to our client, we will many times
actually iterate on whatever we sent based on their feedback. So in
a way, you don’t want to get feedback that the documentation is
not good, or you want to make sure you are covering all bases that
you’re making a client happy.” (P22)

This iterative process helped practitioners find the right balance
in content and complexity by centering on the needs of the doc-
umentation users. Practitioners who worked heavily with clients,
such as consults, especially used this iterative process to meet their
clients’ wants and needs and explain how the AI solution was devel-
oped and how to implement the models in a way that made sense
to their clients.

4.5 Challenges by Organization Type
We observed that certain types of organizations experienced some
of the challenges mentioned above more significantly in addition
to unique challenges given their business model, resources, and
experience.

AI consultancy firms and platform companies. These organi-
zations had unique challenges in the context of communicating
how the AI solution was developed and how to implement the
models to their clients. Notably, documentation depended heavily
on clients’ wants, needs, and working style. One participant
said that while some clients were very organized and requested
thorough documentation, other clients explicitly told them not to
prioritize documentation. Some consultants voiced that they felt
uncertain about telling their clients what is considered “ethical”.
The diverse problems and requirements from clients make it
difficult to standardize documentation. In addition, consultants
had to often make sure that clients actually read and utilize the
documentation to implement models and reproduce results. One
consultant said, “It seems like more people than not are the kind of
people who call tech support before reading docs” (P21). Therefore,

creatin documentation that is highly usable and readable to their
clients was a priority to these types of organizations.

Startups and smaller organizations. A major challenge for smaller
organizations was the lack of resources to develop and maintain
documentation. A participant working at a startup who felt the
pressure to prioritize building products over documentation de-
scribed documentation as a “luxury” given many other competing
priorities. Another participant said that their products are not ma-
ture enough to have thorough documentation. A CTO of a startup
said, “I can’t justify hiring a risk manager at this point in time. If I
go to my board and say, I’m going to be hiring a risk manager, as
we’re doing all these things, or I hired another data scientist, the
word would be to add another data scientist or add more features
to the product.” (P13). Finding the motivation to invest the time and
effort into documentation was especially challenging for startups.

Big Tech companies. Big tech companies had unique challenges
of implementing documentation at scale given a large number of
models in production. One of the challenges was selecting the mod-
els that should have documentation amongst many models with
varying levels of maturity and impact. Creating documentation for
older models was especially challenging, because it was hard to
track information from model owners who had moved teams or
left the organization. A barrier to standardizing a documentation
template across an organization is that teams used different tech
stacks. In addition, certain terms were used and understood differ-
ently by teams, especially between teams that build products and
teams that review the products.

5 CONCLUSION
Based on the interview studywith 24 AI/ML practitioners, we identi-
fied key implementation challenges in organizational and individual
incentives, documentation tools and workflows, and documentation
content. As potential solutions to address some of these challenges,
we highlighted aligning the organization on why documentation
was important, equipping teams with effective documentation tools
and workflows, and collaboratively creating documentation with
expertise and feedback from multiple stakeholders. Our findings
indicate that answering the why, how, and what of documentation
will be an important step for organizations to implement robust
and sustainable documentation practices.
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One of the limitations of this study is that our findings are based
on qualitative interviews from practitioners with a wide range of
roles from organizations of different sizes, maturity, domains, and
geographic locations. Although this provided perspectives from
diverse organizational contexts beyond what had mostly been stud-
ied in previous work, the challenges and recommendations may
not apply broadly to all practitioners or organizations. This may be
due to the heavy use of qualitative data and a small sample size in
each organization type. In future work, we seek to apply and test
some of the recommendations with practitioners and help establish
best practices for documentation. In addition, we hope to address
some of the practitioners’ needs mentioned such as a repository of
documentation frameworks or automated documentation tools in
the future.

We hope that this work helps practitioners foresee documenta-
tion challenges in their own settings and provide solution options
for addressing them. The impact we believe this work has and will
continue to have is helping to create an organizational infrastruc-
ture for ethics in ML and helping to increase responsible technology
development and deployment via transparency and accountability.
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